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Our category of magazines has been hit hard by the
downturn, with ad pages down 31% YoY
“News & Ideas” Magazines Ad pages
Jan-July 2008 vs. Jan-July 2009
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In the face of a still uncertain ad environment, our strategy
focuses even more on building a premium business with
premium products
A

B
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Premium product
development
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Growing revenue
per reader/ user

•

We’ve re-launched the
magazine and are getting
positive feedback from the
marketplace

•

We’ve implemented
significant price increases
with limited market
resistance

•

In 2010, we plan to launch
an enhanced membership
model

•

We plan to continue to raise
price by adding to our value
proposition with additional
products (including digital)

Cost Cutting
•

We continue to identify
significant opportunities for
headcount and operational
efficiency

A

Consumer research suggests the new magazine is
resonating with readers

*Rate as Excellent/Very Good/One of My Favorites
Methodology: A total of 1,371 panelists completed the survey; the respondents must have read at least 2 recent issues pre-launch,
and 2 post-launch issues.
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A

Certain changes have been met with great enthusiasm,
while others are lamented – we will continue to adapt

65% said The InternationaList “increases
enjoyment of reading NEWSWEEK”

ANNA QUINDLEN is
sorely missed. We have
a big female audience
and she was popular…
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Readers said they appreciate our serious take on national
and global affairs. We have highlighted our strong voices,
and we are building up new talent as well.

JULIA BAIRD
will join our stable
of columnists
In The Take.

A

As expected, the redesign caused some loyalists to cancel –
but the numbers were small and quickly subsided
The magazine
was re-launched
in late May with
negligible
pushback from
subscribers

Subscription
cancellations
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A

The re-launch continues to generate significant
momentum and buzz with advertisers and consumers
New and returning
advertisers
1st-time advertiser – 5
pages to promote the new
911; cited the redesigned
magazine and sophisticated
audience

New franchises

Consumer buzz

followers

On sale
Sept. 21

730,000

Spent $1M on a crossplatform program (75%
digital) sold based on tech/
business audience

489,211
250,639

New account since the
redesign; purchased 6
pages so far this year

Looked to Newsweek to
reach technology decisionmakers with the “Smart
Quiz” program for $400K
based
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21,090
June
25 ad pages sold to
companies seeking to position
themselves as leaders in
environmental practices

July

Aug.

• A new platform for Newsweek to
engage our audience
• Driving an increasing amount of
traffic to Newsweek.com

Sept.

A

We have begun a re-launch of the website, with some
positive indicators, but much work still to come
We continue to improve
upon Newsweek.com

Social media is driving an
increasing amount of traffic
Monthly social
media referrals
900,000
Other

750,000

Reddit

600,000

450,000

• Redesigned homepage in conjunction with magazine
re-launch

300,000

• Completed deal with CQ5 (CMS vendor) – launch
scheduled for Q4 2009

150,000

• Broader site redesign, Q1 2010
• Working with NYTimes SEO specialists who have
identified significant improvement opportunities
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We delivered on part one of our premium strategy (a 20%
newsstand price hike) without hurting sales volume
Newsstand sales have lagged across industry and are still highly variable week-to-week
2008-09 avg. monthly newsstand sales (units)

Units sold (‘000s)

Newsweek relaunch;
$4.95 Æ $5.95
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Newsweek’s newsstand sales have been resilient despite broader industry trends:
• 24 of the top 25 magazines show newsstand sales decrease in 1H 2009
• Sales hurt by a temporary disruption with magazine wholesalers, as well as the economic crisis
Source: ProCric newsstand data; semi-annual ABC report;AdAge, August 2009; Economist Aug 09 data estimated based on prior 3 month av
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In our broader premium pricing efforts, we have successfully
increased price – it is costing us 7% more than expected
2009 new acquisition efforts are limited due to lowering our rate base
Pricing changes are leading to significant growth in revenue per new subscriber
Revenue per sub
“produced” ($)
40
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+36%

37.1

27.2

~ 300K
subscriptions
produced in
that
timeframe
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May - Aug 2009

About 7% increase in cost of renewal efforts beyond what we budgeted
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B

As we shift to a more premium product, we free ourselves to
cater directly to our core strengths with readers

Reader survey: Responded
“very interested” in the
following topics*
National Affairs

77%

Politics

68%

Global news

63%

Social Issues

60%

Economy

57%

History

56%

Newsweek readers prefer more serious
coverage vs. the topics that are generally
most appealing to advertisers
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Part two of this premium strategy – Newsweek Everywhere – will
roll out in 2010 and will merge our print, digital and live offers for a
higher price
Subscribers will feel like
“members of a club”

Benefits will include:

Premium-hybrid digital model
will boost $ per subscriber
while preserving ad revenue

• A higher value Newsweek
magazine

Everywhere
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• An enhanced digital
interpretation of the magazine
• E.g., multimedia, interactive
features, story follow-ons,
reporters’ notebooks, etc.
• A suite of additional digital
products for members
• E.g., op-eds, niche blogs,
news quizzes, “We read it so
you don’t have to” franchise,
etc.
• Convenient and optimized
mobile content packages
• Live access to our talent –
• E.g., tickets to speeches,
book signings, events,
appearances, webcasts
• Co-marketed member
benefits

•

We will push average
subscription fees to as high
as $75 over a 24-month
period

•

We will preserve a “public”
site to maintain our digital
ad revenue business

•

This strategy not only
hedges against an uncertain
ad market, it also trains our
users to value their
relationship with us no
matter what platform it’s on

C

We have begun a cost-cutting process this year that
will be more fully realized in 2010
Newsweek Inc. 1
Expenses (%)

100

100%
7%
9%
8%

76%

2010 savings
goal

2010 Forecast

75

50

25

0
2008 (actual)

(1) Excludes Budget Travel
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2009 budgeted
savings

Additional
2009 savings
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